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It's well past time for a ten year celebration.
Literally.
Vision Ministries Canada "came together"
in 1992 - and that's actually a dozen years
ago. But we're so busy these years that we
only recently realized that we had missed
celebrating the momentous occasion of our
decade birthday. But, better late than
never.
So we're putting together a first-ever
huge event to publicly and jointly give
thanks to God for how he's blessed the
work of this organization. We're asking
450 or more of our friends (likely mostly
southern Ontario friends) to come to
Waterloo on May 1, 2004, for an evening
of food, renewing connection, reflecting,
testimony, and just a general Celebration
of Vision.
Rod Wilson will be "home" to help us
celebrate. Rod is one of our good friends -
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former Preaching Pastor at Forest Brook
Bible Chapel in Pickering, former Academic
Dean at Tyndale College, etc; and presently
serving as President of Regent College in
Vancouver. Over the years, Rod has "said it
just right" for Vision Ministries many times
(in small and large venues). On May 1,
he'll bring the main address, which we've
asked him to title "A Celebration of
Vision". Many of us would be happy to
come along to this event just to hear Rod.
But we want this to be a really big
event. So there will be food - a banquet.
But don't overdress. As good as the food
will be, dress is informal, the whole event
will be at the normal VMC level of informality. We think this will help us to enjoy
more of our time with more of our friends.
Gord Martin will talk about vision for the
future. There will be a video presentation
of the VMC story (it even sounds funny to
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write that - but
there is a story!).
And we'll hear
some real life
stories from
plants and
planters.
Another good
thing about the
event is that it's
free. However, we
have a new initiative (story on
Rod Wilson
the top of page
6) for which we will be wanting to raise
some funds.
Enough talk for now. We'd much rather
talk face to face, with as many of our
friends as we can pull together on May 1
in Waterloo. Reserve your place asap; come
celebrate.

May 1, 2004 5:30-9:30 pm 145 Lincoln Road, Waterloo, ON
Call 877-509-5060 to reserve your place.

General
Directions
Jay Gurnett
thinking@vision-ministries.org

I've spent nearly seven years in the VMC
offices (also the Lincoln Road Chapel
offices) in Waterloo, as the Mac computer
guy. Way back in 1997, old Interest
Ministries (from Chicago) - willed me an
ancient Cadillac of a computer - a better
one than I'd ever had - but nevertheless
a slowly aging MacIntosh. Perfect for
producing thinking ahead, but didn't
easily fit into an office full of PC's. I was
actually kind of proud of the machine felt like I'd lifted the skull and crossbones over my office - was all set for my
responsibility of adding some funk to
Vision Ministries. Felt a little like 1969
when my Dad bought a 1958 black
Fleetwood - fins and all - when we
moved to Quebec from Alberta. We
called it the Batmobile. It didn't fit in
with anyone else around us, but we
sure felt cool.
Anyway, the Lord gave me another
Mac a few years ago, and just recently
replaced it through the kindness of
another VMC friend - with a right-up-todate IBM ThinkPad. Yes, I've sold out to
pragmatism - and have to admit that I
will willingly use whatever fancy computer God puts on my desk (or now in
my briefcase).
Somehow, my computer history has
me thinking about the churches we
know. Of course many of these partners
of ours (sometimes we call them that
even when they don't know it), have
strong roots in the Plymouth Brethren
movement. In order to develop my
metaphor, let’s call these "PC" churches
(that’s “PC”, not “PB”).
Others don't have those roots - or they
are such shallow roots that they are
either denied or just forgotten. I'm
thinking of these other churches as Mac
fellowships. It's a metaphor.
It appears that this could make it difficult to be well-networked. I mean,
connecting churches is a hard job at the
best of times. Even connecting the independent kind of church leaders that we
know is sometimes like herding tigers.
And when those churches have different
roots, and also have different cultures,
different ways of doing things, different
secondary beliefs, different etc; you
See Eclectic on page 7
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“I’m sorry, Pastor Rizemilk, but our pulpit committee has decided that a Mac-user
is just not compatible with an IBM compatible church”

2nd Thoughts
Gord Martin
gord@vision-ministries.org

One Body…One Lord - Part IV

The whole Canadian church
"There is one body (church) and one Spirit just as you were called to one hope when
you were called - one Lord, one faith, one
baptism; one God and Father of all, who is
over all and through all and in all".
Ephesians 4:4,5

So is there a way to know? Recently four
Canadian ministries sponsored a religious
survey through Ipsos-Reid.
The findings are most interesting. They
indicate that 19% of Canadians (12%
Protestant and 7% Catholic) are evangelicals, based on six indicators.
How could we better practice our commit1. Belief that in the life, death and resurment to unity with the "whole Canadian
rection of Jesus, God provides the way for
church"?
the forgiveness of one's sins.
The "Whole Canadian Church"?
2. Belief that the Bible is the Word of God
The book of Ephesians freely
and is reliable and trustworthy.
uses the term "in Christ". In
3. Commitment of one's life
fact the phrase is found four“evangelicals to Christ and self-identificateen times in that short little
tion as a "converted Christian".
have come a
book. These people who are in
4. Disagreement with the
Christ, saints, believers or
statement
that "the concept of
very long way
Christians are said to be:
God is an old superstition that
faithful in Christ Jesus
in acceptance” is no longer needed to explain
blessed with every spiritual
things in these modern times.
blessing
5. Disagreement with the
those who hope in Christ
statement, "Jesus Christ was
included in Christ
not the divine Son of God".
raised us up with Christ
6. Weekly church attendance.
sharers together in the promise, and
When all six indicators were present in a
those who forgive each other.
response, the respondent was classified as
But is there a way to know who all those
an evangelical. See the EFC website for the
people are in Canada? It's not easy to tell!
complete results.
Some people behave like Christians and are
Does that mean that these are in fact the
not, while others are followers of Christ but
truly regenerate people in Canada? Not necare not presently behaving as they should!
essarily; but it’s quite a surprise to discover
Besides they are found in all kinds of quite
the surprising places that people who sound
different denominations and some are
like evangelicals are found! Seven per cent
presently not participating in any church.
are in the Catholic church and about six per
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

See One Body on page 3
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cent are in traditional protestant churches along with the six per cent in what we normally think of as evangelical churches.
We have come a long way!
This fall I participated in three Canadawide interdenominational events. The first
was a church planting event in Vancouver
that was attended by about 650 people. The
second event was convened by the
Evangelical Fellowship of Canada for leaders
of denominations and ministries. About 100
people participated. The third, also convened by EFC was for leaders of denominations along with emerging leaders within
those circles. About 40 people participated.
Each of these events was characterized by
generous expressions of unity and common
ground in terms of our mission of extending
the reach of the Gospel and kingdom of God
within Canada.
It is clear that evangelicals have come a
very long way in terms of acceptance,
respect, and practical cooperation with each
other! How wonderful! We have not solved
all our problems but it's a wonderful
improvement from the days of not-so-sancti-

fied separation and arm's length put-downs.
Improving our commitment?
While it's true that there is a new spirit of
cooperation we are not "in heaven yet".
It would be a welcome sight to have:
Greater and more enduring unity in our
individual churches
Positive relationships among the churches
in our immediate communities
Purposeful and mission-oriented
cooperation among the churches of our
own constituencies
Respectful relationships with true
believers, wherever they may be found
I am thankful for the unity in our own
congregation, for the continuing good relationships with the pastors of neighbouring
churches and for the invigorating relationships with the leaders of the churches of the
VMC constituency. But I have had very little
contact with the evangelicals that the Ipsos
Reid poll says are in the Catholic and traditional protestant churches.
What does the future hold in this regard? I
don't know. But it may be that if our governments continue to press forward with a
secular and Godless agenda we will find each
other more easily. And that would be good!
●

●

●

●
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In Summary:
Gord Martin has spent four issues of his 2nd
Thoughts column in thinking ahead, talking about
how Christians and churches connect, how we network in a way that makes a difference. Gord has
summarized this in a brochure that you can read on
our website. We're also happy to send you a copy or
a few, if you like to read things in your hand, or
want to pass along to someone else. Feel free to
phone or e-mail us (information in the black box
on the right) and ask for a copy of "How We
Network: Making a Difference Together."

thinking ahead is published 4 times/year by
Vision Ministries in an effort to connect likeminded Christians and their local churches
and encourage them to work cooperatively,
especially in evangelism through church
planting. Subscriptions are free, but VMC
encourages supporters to send $15/year to
help cover costs (tax receipts are not given
for subscription donations). Spending of
funds received by VMC is confined to board
approved programs and purchases. Each gift
designated toward an approved program will
be used as designated with the understanding
that when any given need has been met,
designated gifts will be used where needed
most. Gifts of $10 or more are acknowledged
with an official receipt for income tax purposes. We appreciate notification of double
mailings, names for our mailing list, or if a
name should be deleted. Publications Mail
Agreement Number: 40016262.
Articles may be copied for limited circulation without permission. Please include the
credit line: “Reprinted from thinking ahead
(1-877-509-5060).”
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What
Happened
Allan Poyntz took on the key administrative
role at Vision Ministries last June. In
November 2003, he organized a large group
of VMC staff, planters and friends into
attending Church Planting Canada's
National Church Planting Congress in
Vancouver. The NEXT? Congress was the
biggest that CPC has organized - 650 registrants (about 30 of "ours"). The great news
delivered at the congress is that the number
of "witnessing" churches continues to rise
relative to the Canadian population. But
almost everyone who presented in
Vancouver (including VMC's Gord Martin,
and VMC friend Mark Anderson) reminded
us that the Canadian church is going to
have to keep developing new culturallyappropriate ways to reach Canada. Here are
some of Allan's reflections on his experience
in Vancouver.
This Vancouver congress was an intense
time, 8:45 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. - over three
full days of experience, information and
challenge. Here's what I have reflected on
most since attending:
The Fellowship. The congress gave me
the opportunity to get to know leaders
with whom I had been corresponding but
had never met. A VMC group of 31 from
across Canada attended and connected
with each other. I met others and enjoyed
hearing the stories of their involvement in
ministry.
The Prayer Tour. We had a choice of
five prayer tours around Vancouver. I
went on the one to the Arts Community,
the Gay Community and the UBC
University Campus. We prayed as we
walked and considered the information we
had been given about how God is at work
in these communities. This was my first
time visiting Vancouver - it's impressive!
The Worship. Worship at the congress
was highly engaging, touching my spirit.
It provided a great example of integrating
music, dance, gymnastics, art and prayer
into powerful worship times.
The Messages. Many sessions I attended
affirmed this statement: "Today, God is
not calling us to an independent walk and
ministry; He is calling us to partnership
and team."
Connie den Bok explored these ques-
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tions:
1. How do we break into a (fragmented,
inclusive) culture that is often hostile to
people of faith?
2. How do we break into a church culture
(the evangelical ghetto) that is sometimes
hostile to church planting?
3. How do we break up suppositions/
patterns and find Christ's methods?
4. Does a sinner have to become churchlike before coming to Christ?
5. What would it take to reboot or
restore new DNA into some mainline
churches?
The heart of the Christian faith is the
Trinity: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. There
are predictable extremes when churches
major on one person. She challenged me
to become more trinitarian - to integrate
more equally faith, practice and action.
Eddie Gibbs presented issues and models
in the church planting movement.
Issues: Many churches are dysfunctional;
some are toxic. A gift-based ministry doesn't flourish in a controlling church. Real
estate is expensive. We live in a multicultural suburbia. There's a need to move
from "going to" church to "becoming" the
church seven days a week; to take the

enjoyment from inside the church out into
the streets.
Models: The emerging church is a missional/organic/liquid church doing 80% of
its work outside its walls. It travels light able to move. Its worship will be around a
table, not in front of an altar - part of our
everyday lives. Its worship will be multisensory, include spontaneity and use giftedness. Its fellowship will be around a
meal - multigenerational joy of eating
together. Appropriate locations may
include homes, cafés, etc. where it's easy
to make room for more.
Leonard Sweet described the church as
needing more alter calls, not altar calls. The
church has its leader-priests, but needs
leader-prophets to call people to where God
wants them to be - in relationship. The
church is in a reorientation, not a reformation - calling people towards a living Christ,
to what He is up to in the world and to
watch for His return. We've been trained to
do museum church but we need to reorient
to be EPIC churches - Experiential,
Participatory, Image rich, Connective. In
history, God has sometimes been more active
in the world than in the church. Watch for
signs of what God is doing.

Here's a pretty reasonable picture of some of the friends of VMC who attended
the NEXT? Conference in Vancouver last November (more reasonable of some
than others). Standing from left to right are: Phil Horton, Dennis Scott,
Bill McPhail, Scott Dakin, Don Palmer, Lawson Murray, Mike Stone, Kim Reid,
Doug Siewert, Allan Poyntz, Mark Anderson, Dave McClurkin and Barney Skrentny.
Seated left to right are Helen Heintz, Gord Martin, Jay Gurnett, Brian McGaffigan,
Les Frey and Dawit Isaac.

Church Plant Updates
Dave Patterson
central@golden.net

It is becoming an
increasingly familiar
tale: grounded believers
raised in traditional Brethren
churches not wishing to make
waves nor sow their wild oats; just
yearning for genuine renewal and relevance. Such is the story behind Lifegate
Bible Church in Windsor, Ontario.
A few years ago, a collection of like-minded
Christians in this southern Ontario city began to pray
and dream toward a fresh, progressive work that might successfully drop the older language and outlook so that their congregation would attract newcomers through contemporary worship,
application-rich expository preaching, and innovative outreach. It
was felt that their entrenched expressions were foreign to seekers
and effectively thwarting outreach endeavours. Those newcomers
impacted by adult and children outreach thrusts, who actually took
the leap into regular church activity, found that mainstream church
life was archaic, foreign, even unpalatable.
Yet the 'nouveau brethren' proponents were unsuccessful at soliciting whole church-wide support for re-examining and revising the old
ways. Eventually, 10 families (about 30-40 people) branched out to
form Lifegate Bible Church in September, 2002. Jesus said: "I am
the gate; whoever enters through me will be saved" (John 10:9). It

Such a long journey
Strome Community Church
Strome, AB
Such a Long Journey, an award-winning novel by Canadian author,
Rohinton Mistry, follows the long, harsh life of one man trying to find
his place at home, at work, through faith and relationships. Brian
McGaffigan knows something of that sort of journey - for himself and
for the church. He and his wife, Pat, have been serving in rural
Alberta since 1998 at Strome Community Church. The move to Strome
was a natural one, in their effort to apply Brian's doctoral dissertation
on examining transformation of community through the rural church.
Upon arrival in the small town of Strome, the McGaffigans found the
local elementary school annually struggling to remain open, and the
entire community shrinking and suffering. Correspondingly, the few
churches were either closing or dwindling into virtual non-existence.
"Without a spiritual heart, communities fall apart," declared Brian. So
a few of the remaining believers dared to unite to preserve Christian
community and witness. The collapse of denominational barriers
meant the possibility of new vision. Creativity was born in despair.
As in other North American settings, Strome believers have encountered local folks expressing strong opposition because of negative past
church experiences. But in rural Canada, an authentic Christlike witness is hard to miss! "There's no hiding under a bushel out here; love
is visible in rural settings!" says Brian. So sceptics, looking for the real
Gospel, are beginning to find it in Strome.
What does tangible love look like? It's a seniors' centre kept open
every day for any to drop in and receive care and support ('no-shows'

Opening the gate to others
Lifegate Bible Church
Windsor, ON
is precisely this open gate image that portrays the spirit and thinking of this nearly 2-year old work.
Now averaging about 140 people, Lifegate meets in an old Coca
Cola bottling plant, the building of a Spanish church which is host to
a half dozen congregations (Ethiopian, Polish, a Vineyard group, etc.)
at different times through the week. Lifegate is characterized by:
team leadership (four elders and a pulpit shared by several men, plus
visiting preachers from Detroit), casual dress and contemporary worship style, plus a strong emphasis on personal evangelism. Also featured are holistic Life Groups, with a solid increase in attendance
since participating in the 40 Days of Purpose campaign last fall. The
church attempts to overlap their various programs in order to reach
entire families. For example, the midweek Kids' Club has developed a
spin-off Friends group - targeting mothers with a monthly crafts and
connections program. This has led to newcomers and non-believers
attending Sunday morning worship time.
Please pray for Terry and Joanne Comte (and their two boys) and
the others serving in leadership. Pray for Lifegate's pastoral search
process. Remember also the contemporary, dramatic presentation,
"Forgiven", being planned for Easter time. And of course, pray that
the open gate of the Gospel of Christ might be seen and entered by
many in the Windsor area.

are always called to ensure they are well). It's Caleb Ministries - the
umbrella organization of McGaffigans - pioneered to reach beyond the
borders of Strome proper, to provide Christian community throughout
the region. It's 40-plus believers gathering to pray for the county,
where formerly single-digit attendance in exclusive denominations
struggled to survive. It's Brian's faith and vision extending to serve as
Economic Development Officer, along with maintaining all his pastoral
duties. And it's Pat organizing and speaking at a ladies Irish Tea Party
this St. Patrick's Day, to discuss spirituality and stress.
God promised through Ezekiel to give us brand new hearts.
For Strome, transformation began long ago in individuals like the
McGaffigans and has slowly extended to the entire Christian community as they gained a vision of hope and unity for the Body of
Christ in a struggling rural area. Gradually, almost palpably, a
spirit of expectancy is stirring in the townspeople. A
champion of 'littleness', Brian remarks: "Smallness helps
to bring the marginalized and vulnerable to the core of
church life, and we help each other, by God's grace,
to be overcomers." But it is such a long journey.
Please, remember the believers in Strome in
their financially sparse environment, ministering to break down barriers and to direct
hearts to our God of transformation.
Read more about Brian's vision.
Go to http://www.gocn.org/
1434%20Newsletter.
pm.pdf
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VMC's May 1 "Celebration of Vision" event
(see page 1) is just as much about the future
as it is about the past. We're certainly glad
for what God has done "nearby" us over the
past dozen years. But we're even more excited about what we hope he's going to do.
Recently we let many of our friends and
supporters know that Vision Ministries is
wanting to initiate two big projects this
year. From now on, in addition to those
church plants that God "drops in our hands",
we're wanting to help put together two
more-intentional plants in a major Canadian
city each year. Because these new inititatives will be "fast-tracked" and because they
will be in the most expensive places to live

Big Plans
need Big
Resources
in Canada, we anticipate needing more funds
than we have often provided churches with
in the past. We tend to plant "hungry"
churches - partly because we are confident
that God can provide most resources locally.
But we think that the two churches we
would like to see planted in Toronto this
year (perhaps Vancouver or Montreal the
next year), will need some extra funding.

April 3/2004
9:00am-3:59pm

Roy Matheson
Tyndale Seminary/Chartwell Baptist Church
Toronto/Oakville, ON

Balmoral Bible Chapel
Highway 11 East (E. of 30th)
RED DEER, AB
Register by March 26, 2004

on

The Supernatural Side
of Ministry
Supernatural guidance
Supernatural resources
Supernatural healing
Supernatural and demonization

We also feel the need to help the churches
we are close to find the right staff. So we
are initiating an Internship program - that
will place five interns/year in some of our
healthiest churches - and hopefully yield
five capable new staff people each year.
We suspect these two programs will cost
$120,000/year. Of course we believe that a
vision that comes from the Lord will be
resourced by the Lord. But we suspect that
there are readers of thinking ahead that may
be interested in partnering financially with
us. If you are one of those people, please be
in touch. And there is more about giving in
the black panel on page 3 of this newsletter.

Some feedback from a recent
Leadership Development Day
featuring Roy Matheson:
“Today's sessions were informative
and interesting. The teaching was
excellent. Dr. Roy Matheson's delivery
was precise, information-packed,

877-509-5060
to register
VMC Development Days:
Excellent speakers present interactive seminars on
issues that matter for leaders and key volunteers in
contemporary churches. Lunch is provided.
No charge (we take an offering).

Biblical and non-threatening.
[We] found the fourth session very
meaningful. Thank you so much for
this day. God bless you and all
your ministries.”

Praying for church plants
This is a list of the church plants with which
Vision Ministries has had key involvement.
We'd like you to pray regularly for these fellowships. We're happy to keep you up to
date with news and prayer requests. Contact
gord@vision-ministries.org to receive a
monthly e-list of items for prayer.
1. Cambridge Community Church, Cambridge, ON
1992 - Rob & Helen Heintz,
Dave & Gladys McClurkin
2. Elim Bible Fellowship, Arkona, ON
1994/1998 - Dave & Sandie Daley
3. New Hope Community Church, Waterloo, ON
1996 - Steve & Deb Tulloch
4. Cornerstone Bible Fellowship, Ethel, ON
1996 - Andrew Versteeg
5. The Cornerstone Community Church, Barrie, ON
1997 - Ron & Winnie Seabrooke
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6. The Bridge, Bancroft, ON
1997 - Jim & Claudette Mitchell
7. Quinte Bible Chapel, Belleville, ON
1997
8. Bethany Gospel Chapel, Regina, SK
(replant) 1998
9. Brant Community Church, Brantford, ON
1999 - Andy & Theresa Flatt
10. Strome Community Church, Strome, AB
1999 - Brian & Pat McGaffigan
11. Heidelberg Bible Fellowship, Heidelberg, ON
1999 - Randy & Sherri Hoffman
12. Orillia Community Church, Orillia, ON
1999 - Lawson & Karen Murray
13. Grace Multicultural Community Church,
Edmonton, AB
2000 - Dawit & Seble Isaac
14. Calvary Bible Church, Summerside, PEI
2000 - Rusty & Vanessa Fulp

15. Community Bible Church Ilderton, Ilderton, ON
2000 - Scott & Esther Dakin
16. Central Community Church, Kitchener, ON
2000 - Dave & Mary Patterson
17. Sackville Christian Fellowship,
Lower Sackville, NS (replant)
2001 - Gary & Karen Glidden
18. Alliance Community Church, Alliance, AB
2001 - Brian & Pat McGaffigan
19. Bow Waters Community Church, Calgary, AB
(replant) 2002 - Doug & Kari Siewert
20. Heavenly Light, Toronto, ON
2002 - Yonatan Hiray
21. Lifegate Bible Church, Windsor, ON
2002
22. Southview Christian Fellowship,
Edmonton, AB
2003 - Stan & Becky King
23. Elnora Bible Centre, Elnora, AB
2003 - Dave & Ruby Broadhead

NOTES
Quebec Churches: Roy Buttery produced
an important statistical summary of the
situation of French Brethren Assemblies in
Quebec - in the September 2003 News of
Quebec. Roy finds that there are 41
churches that "fit" in that category. Onethird of those churches have less than 25
people in attendance. Another one-third
have between 25 and 50 in attendance. A
dozen churches have from 50-125 attending. And there are only two larger groups.
In total, there are about 2500 people in
these churches on an average weekend. A
half dozen French churches have closed
their doors since the "peak years" of the
early nineties; and there are only twothirds as many workers as there were then.
Pray the Lord of the Harvest.
Good help is good to find: Vision
Ministries feels very blessed to have gained
the help of Nancy Marriott. Nancy (formerly Ferguson) arrived in Waterloo, ON in
October 2003, after about ten years at
Emmaus Bible College
in Dubuque, Iowa.
Nancy's new husband
John is the new
youth pastor at
Lincoln Road Chapel
(home of lots of VMC
people). She is working hard organizing
"A Celebration of
Vision" - and other
things that need
organizing around
Nancy Marriott here.
A companion on their journey: We notice
that Mark Harris has taken the role of senior pastor at Grace Chapel in Halifax.
Around here we know Mark as the author
of the InterVarsity Press book Companions
for Your Spiritual Journey. In his book,
Mark considers how some key followers of
Jesus have things to teach us about life
with God. He listens to John Bunyan, John
Newton, Origen, Bernard of Clairvaux,
George Herbert, etc. Worth having a look
at that book, and asking God to bless
Mark's new-ish ministry at Grace.
It's important to get the name right:
We sure don't like to make a fuss about
money. But because we've changed, it's
important to make this clear from time to
time. Please make cheques to us in the
name Vision Ministries Canada. Our banker
gets irritated when we try to cash items
made out to Vision Ontario or thinking
ahead. We try to keep our banker happy.

Church Health
Dave McClurkin
dave@vision-ministries.org

BECOMING A CHURCH OF
IRRESISTIBLE INFLUENCE
Robert Lewis' book Becoming a Church of
Irresistible Influence has impacted me a
lot! In my childhood I embraced the concept that we were "in the world but not of
the world." But this meant that I had no
idea how to connect with the community.
In fact the idea expressed by "Come out
from among them and be ye separate" was
a cornerstone of the theology I grew up
with. I have changed.
I have discovered that there is no
greater joy than to see members of our
community feeling at home in our church,
gradually softening towards God, and
finally experiencing the life-changing
power that comes with knowing Him.
That has happened often in my recent
experience. That's why I have changed.
I have seen first hand the miracle of God's
transformation.
Our Leadership Team (Elders) has a
retreat once a year. It's a time of celebration and reflection. We love being together
and have learned to laugh together as well
as pray together.
We feel so strongly about this connecting-to-the-community thing that it was
the only item on our retreat agenda this
year. With the help of Paul Fletcher as a
facilitator, we took Lewis' book to try to
determine how we can build bridges to our
community in Cambridge. Every chapter in
his book begins with the story of a bridge.
At the beginning he asks these penetrating questions:
"Can you imagine a community actually
being genuinely thankful for your church
being in their neighbourhood?”
"Can you imagine city leaders actually
valuing your church's friendship?”
"Can you imagine a community actually
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begin to wonder if we can really work
together.
Back up with me for a second.
Gord Martin and I have been using these
two different types of computers since we
began working together in 1997. Our communication hasn't been perfect, but it was
almost never the problem of the computers.
And we actually love working together. My
Mac ethos has been part of what has made

changing because of the impact of your
church?”
"Can you imagine people who were cynical
and even hostile towards Christianity actually praising God for your church?
There is a verse in Proverbs 11:11 that
affirms to me that this need not be simply
sanctified imagination or a dream. "Through
the blessing of the upright a city is exalted."
(NIV) The New Living Translation is even
better: "Upright citizens bless a city and
make it prosper."
And there is biblical precedent for this
kind of approach. The early church had an
irresistible influence impact on their world.
Acts 2:46-47 says:
"They worshiped together at the Temple each
day, met in homes for the Lord's Supper, and
shared their meals with great joy and generosity - all the while praising God and
enjoying the goodwill of all the people. And
each day the Lord added to their group
those who were being saved.”
In our situation, we are in the process of
purchasing a church building in a different
neighborhood in the city of Cambridge. The
demographics are different than where we
are now. We are thinking, "What a great time
to start out right! What an opportunity to
show that we are and will be good neighbors!" We are exploring ways in which we
can design and tailor our programs and ministries to make the community know that we
care deeply for them.
In his book The Scent of Love, Keith
Millar says that the early church grew
because it gave off the irresistible scent of
love. They had discovered the true meaning of community. That's our desire for our
church. With God's help we will do everything in our power to achieve it. Oh that
all churches were ministry centers of irresistible influence!
that so good. There had to have been times
when Gord wanted to shake me (even I
wanted to shake me!); but our differences
(even our different computers) have actually made us better partners. We've done some
really neat things, and have come to love
each other more and more as a result.
The churches we know are very different
from each other. Eclectic as can be. But I
just love that. It's exactly the kind of dangerous network I want to be in.
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Keep thinking ahead...
We're glad to keep sending this newsletter,
or to send it to others who are interested.
We can mail a printed copy or put it in
your e-mail inbox. If you can help with
the costs of the printed copy, it takes
about $15/year to produce and mail though we'll keep sending to anyone interested in receiving. But we appreciate
knowing from time to time that we should
keep it coming your way. So please drop a
note to us to confirm that you want to
continue to be on the receiving end. Send
your or your friends' electronic or snail
mail addresses to:
info@vision-ministries.org or to:
thinking ahead
145 Lincoln Road
Waterloo, ON N2L 4P3

Please keep
Vision Ministries
current. Send us
your up-to-date
e-address.
info@vision-ministries.org

PRAYER: THE FIRST AND LAST WORD
Gord Martin is the shiny fellow in the middle of this picture which was taken just after
the group picture of the church planting congress that you find on page 4. We're including this pic on our last page, as a brief reminder that prayer is at the beginning and
ending of all the things Vision Ministries hopes to accomplish. We would be very grateful
to know that you are praying for us regularly. We're happy to have you pray for us even
if we don't know you're doing it! And please keep Vision Ministries planters (some shown
in this picture) in your prayers. New plants seem to raise the Devil's attention. See our
list of people and fellowships on page 6.
Staff Position
Non-denominational church in Winnipeg with
Christian Brethren roots requires a full time,
trained, experienced evangelical staff member
committed to the inerrant word of God.
Congregation of 100+ consists of various ages,
cultures and backgrounds. Applicant to work
with the elders and be responsible to them.
This man must be an effective preacher and
teacher and have a passion for God and love
of people. Some administrative duties also
involved. Position effective immediately.
Relocation allowances provided. Salary
dependent on qualifications. Application to
be sent in confidence to: The Maples
Community Church, 1640 Leila Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R2P 2X6
Attention: Rick Krystik (jkrystik@mts.net)
and David Christmas

NEEDED:
2 planter/pastors ● 2 youth/associate
pastors ● 5 senior staff in large churches
- 1 associate pastor ● 8 pastors for
small/medium churches
5 positions in BC ● 3 positions in AB
1 position in MB ● 8 positions in ON
1 position in QC
18 individuals called by God to
fill positions in churches in our
network across Canada (and the
needs change monthly!)
Visit www.vision-ministries.org,
or contact Paul Fletcher at
pfletcher@kwic.com
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